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ISU budget break:down
shows building cuts
Institutional
Request

Named dean's aides
Stanley Rives, left, professor of speech, and Thaddeus lchniowski,
center, talk with Acting Dean of Arts and Sciences Stanley Shuman,
after their appointments as acting assistants to the dean. Rives and
lchniowski will assist Shuman in the general administration of the college, the largest among the four at the university.

Little variance
•
Ill living costs
A cost of living survey conducted by two Illinois State
University economists has
shown no appreciable difference in· living cos~ between
Chicago

and

typical

down-

state university cities.
The survey, based on studies done in Charleston and
Macomb and compared with
data from Chicago, was by
Warren R. Harden and Bernard J. Mccarney of the ISU
Department of E conomics
for the Board of Governors
of State Colleges and Universities. The study is expected
to be expanded to include Bloomington-Normal and DeKalb
later.
The study had been authorized by the Board a fter faculty representatives in Chicago colleges governed by
the Board had asked for a salary differential between the
Chicago and downstate schools.
The Chicago faculty representatives had suggested that

Bloodmobile
due here
on Nov. 20
The American Red Cross
bloodmobile will be stationed in the University Union
at Illinois State University
on Wednesday, Nov. 20.
The bloodmobile will be
in the ballroom from 11 a .m.
to 4:30 p.m. Walk-in donors
will be welcome, according
to David Patterson, director
of the McLean County Red
Cross office.

ThanksgiYing
Yacation set
Thanksgiving vacation will
interrupt the school term
starting
Wednesday,
Nov.
27, at 11 a.m.
The vacation, the first extended time-off period during the fall semester, will extend to 8 a .m. Monday, Dec.
2.

B.H.E. Staff B.H.E. Staff
Reduction
Recom 'tion

Buildings (Including Equipment)
. $ 1,671,100 $
Physical Plant Building
-0$ 1 ,671 , 100
Library-Phase I
11 ,071 ,850
3,071,850
8 ,000,000
Science Building-Phase I
9,777,450
9 ,777,450
-0College of Business Building . . . 5,269,258
-05,269,258
.$27,789,658 $18, 118,558 $ 9,67 1,100
Total
Equipment (Deferred from 75th
Biennium)
LAND ACQUISITION

570,000
2,807,000

-02,307,000

570,000
500,000

Utilities & Site Improvements
El ectrical Distribution System
542,000
-0542,000
Extension of
Underground Utilities.
580,000
410,000
170,000
Central Control Panel in
Heating Plant For Remote
Monitoring of Building
Equipment
625,000
-0625,000
Tennis Courts
80,000
80,000
-0Landscaping Central Mall
75,000
75,000
-0Enclosure of Sanitary District
Ditch
1,750,000
1,750,000
-0Total . .. . . ...... .. . ...... $ 3,652,000 $ 2,315,000 $ 1,337,000

costs of living in Chicago were
higher than similar costs in Remodeling of Existing Facilities
Heating Plant
downstate communities.
Science Building . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The study showed that difCook Hall (Classrooms &
ferences in costs of living do
Radio Station)
McCormick Gymnasium
exist in some items. However,
Edwards Hall
costs are higher in Chicago
(Classrooms & Aduitorium}
for some items and lower for
Men's All-weather Track . ....
others so that the total cost
Milner Library .... . ....... . . . .
of living differences between
Horton Fieldhouse . ... ...... ..
the communities is almost
University H igh School . ... ..
negligible.
Demolition of Central School ...

400,000
650,000

-0-0-

400,000
650,000

200,000
22,000

-022,000

200,000
-0-

60,000
90,000
25,000
10,000
30,000
125,000
Total . . ..... .... . ... . . .. . $ 1,612,000 $

60,000
-090,000
-025,000
-010,000
-030,000
-0125,000
-0362,000 $ 1,250,000

Major living costs reviewed in the study include the cost City-University Cooperative Projects
Street Improvements . . . .... .. .
of food, housing, transporta135,700
-0135,700
Extension of Existing Street ... .
28', 815
-0tion, medical and personal
28,815
Total
. .$
164,515
-0164,515
car e, taxes, a nd other costs
such as recreation, education Planning Funds .. . .
545,000
342,611
202,389
and insurance.
TOTAL REQUESTED . . .. . $37,140,173 $23,445,169 $13,695,004

Capital
totals go
to Assembly
More than $23.4 million
of Illinois State University's
$37.1 million request for capital improvements funds for
the 1969-71 biennium were
cut by the Board of Higher
Education.
· The Board's recommendation of $13,695,004 now goes
to the Illinois Legislature,
when it convenes in January.
The two most critical projects cut were a proposed $9.7
million first phase of a science
building and $5.2 million for
a building for the r apidly expanding College of Business.
The proposal for library
first pl\a.se was cut by over
S3 million to $8 million.
Another major cut came in
land acquisition, with ISU requesting $2.8 million and only
$500,000 being recommended
by the Board's staff.
The Board will be considering operating budgets later.
The accompanying table
shows ISU's requests, the Board
of Higher Education staff's
recommended reduction, and
the Board's final recommendation to the Legislature.

Survey shows salaries rank well
Median salaries for associate
professors,
assistant
professors and instructors
at Illinois State University
are higher than those for both
the nation as a whole and the
Great Lakes region, a study
just completed by Arthur M.
Larsen, distinguished
professor of higher education
and consultant for institutiona l studies, reveals.
However, the study also
shows that the median salary for professors is lower
than that for the nation or region·. In addition, the median
salary for the total teaching
faculty at ISU also is lower
than national or r egional figures.
This probably is accounted
for, the study says, by the fact
that at ISU only 30.7 per cent
of the teaching faculty hold
ranks of professor or associate professor. In the Great
L akes region the corresponding figure is 47.1 per cent and
nationally it is 48.1 per cent.
The study includes only
teaching faculty and salaries
are reported for the nine-month
academic year only. It does
not include persons on longer appointments, those on

leave or those employed part
time. The comparison is made
with data from the National Education Association's
Higher Education Research
Report, "Salaries in Higher
Education, 1967-68."
The NEA data exclude all
administrative officers, even
if they teach, tea ching assista nts, junior instructors and
the like. Also excluded are
laboratory
school
faculty,
but these are included in the
ISU figures.
For the total teaching faculty at ISU, including 639 persons in 1967-68, the median

salary was S9,720, ranging
from a low of $6,480 to a high
of $16,920. The $9,720 median
at ISU compared with Sl0,374 for 208 institutions in the
Great Lakes region, made
up of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin, and
with $10,235 for 1,109 institutions included in the national study.
The salary range for professors at ISU last year was
$11,700 to $16,920 and the median was Sl4,580, compared
to a median of S 15,034 for the
region and $14,713 for the nation.

For associate professors,
the range at ISU was from
$9,720 to Sl5,480 and the median was Sll,700. This compares with $11,685 for the region and Sll,393 for the nation as a whole.
ISU's salary range for assistant professors was S7 ,740 to Sl2,600 and the median
was S9,900 which compares
with $9,670 for the region and
$9,472 for the nation.
Instructors at ISU ranged
from S6,480 to S8,820 and their
median salary was $7,920.
Median for the region was
S7 ,664 and for the nation $7,458.

William Gnagey •

• •

Professor
with a
purpose
Editor's Note: The Register has, in past
issues, focused on research achievements,
special projects and various university services at Illinois State. This month we offer some
observations about old and new challenges
confronting the teacher in the classroom by

Mr. Gnagey, what are some of the things
that today's college student expects from
his classroom instructors and lectures?
When you ask college students what
they like about teachers, three points can
usually be seen in the answer. First of all,
they prefer a teacher who is excited about
his subject-this seems to motivate them
to become excited about it too. Another thing
that students appreciate is a teacher who
is organized and who plans ahead rather
than just coming in and doing off the top of
his head. The third point, and maybe the
most important, is if the student feels that
you are really trying to get him through the
course and that you care about him, he is
comfortable in your class and will work for
you. But if he gets the feeling that you are
more interested in the subject matter than
you are in him, then he rebels and I do not
blame him.

William J. Gnagey, a professor of psychology who is rated as one of the most stimulating teachers on campus by students and who
is an accomplished professional writer in psychology. He is author of "Psychology of Discipline in the Classroom," (Macmillan, 1968)

ing them in lecture halls in groups of as many
as 300. We also have a radio course in general psychology over WGLT, the campus
station, where the students do not come together except for examinations.
We have done some research comparing the large class with the small class and
find that in terms of grades and of how much
the student learns about the subject matter there is little difference. It is important
to remember that the student does the learning on his own. It does bother me in that I
feel that in the large sections I am not doing as much for the student as I might be
able to do with closer contact, but research
has not supported this feeling. There is no
doubt but that we are moving farther away
from the student in the larger classes but
we still do not have any evidence that this
is hurting anyone.
Right now we are conducting a pilot study
comparing the radio course in psychology
with the same course in a large lecture session. After the first examination we find no
difference between the students who are
taking the course by radio and have seen
the instructors only one time (when we gave
the test) and the large sections which have
the same instructors two times a week in
the lecture hall. In fact, on the first test there
were more A's and B's in the radio section,
and we have not decided yet what this means.

and most recently completed "Student Guide
for the Psychology of Classroom Learning,"
(Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1968), along
with Miss Patricia A. Chesebro, and James
J. Johnson, assistant professors of psychology at Illinois State.

even a non-specialist can understand. This
is a great help in communicating ideas to
students. We also go to professional meetings where we talk over the problems of teaching different courses and learn new ways
of conducting classes and presenting material.
Another way is to read student papers.
I assign my students the study of recent material on a topic and ask them to digest it in
a form that they understand. From reading this, and in talking with the student about
what he has written, I learn and he learns.
A number of studies have indicated the
value of changing ways of doing things in
classes just for the sake of change. Some
call this the "Hawthorne Effect." For this
reason, many of us try to vary our presentations, mixing lectures, discussions and
the uses of various instructional media.

What are some of the methods and techniques a teacher may utlllze in an effort to
keep up with the vast amount of knowledge
constantly becoming available in his area
of specialization?

What new challenges are faced by the
classroom teacher as a result of the student
population explosion at a university such
as Illinois State?
When I came here eight years ago, all
of my classes had between 25 and 35 students.
We met three times a week, and I had the
feeling that you could get pretty close to each
of them and learn all of their names. Since
that time, however, we have had to go to
large classes in courses such as general psychology and educational psychology, teach-

The knowledge explosion in psychology
is as fast, if not faster, than in a number of
other subject areas. This creates quite a
problem since the professional journals are
so technical and so full of statistics that even
a specialist often has to wade through them
and wonder what they mean. In preparation for class lectures and discussions, many
of us have found useful material in a new
publication called "Psychology Today," which
is similar in format and style to "Scientific
American." In this new magazine, important men in psychology are summarizing
recent experiment findings in ways that

Generally, what are your· Impressions
about the use of the various Instructional
media in both large and small classes?
With our large classes now in a course
like educational psychology, it is almost
impossible for our students to go out and
visit high school classes. If we would send
them all to University High School to visit, there would not be room left for the U High
students to get in the classroom. Instead,
we bring in television tapes which have been
made by the University television unit of
various classes in actual session. In this way
as many as 300 students can watch TV monitors, or a special rear-projection screen in
the lecture halls, and observe what is happening in the class. This technique also gives
us a good opportunity to discuss and analyze the observation immediately after watching the tape.
Also, a good educational film is almost
always better than a lecture on the same
subject. The film should be discussed before
and after it is presented for maximum learning, both to large and small classes.
In relation to the radio class in psychology, we have found that a number of students
feel more free to ask questions over an open
telephone line than they are in a large lecture hall. After each class recently, we have
answered from 10 to 40 questions, with the
questions and answers to them also being
broadcast.
We are also able to call various specialists, in statistics for example, during the
broadcast and have them come in over the
air waves with direct answers and comments.
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Regional planning center
located at Illinois State
An office for a new training program in regional planning has been established
in Room 323, Schroeder Hall
at Illinois State University
by Joseph C. Honan, director
of the project.
Honan joined the !SU faculty this fall as an associate
professor of political science.
He came here from Sacramento
State College, Sacramento,
Calif., where he has been director of public administration programs.
The regional planning training program being set up under his direction here is financed
by a grant of $9,146 in federal funds awarded through
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education to !SU and matched by $9,153 in funds and facilities by the local university.

NCAA names
Weisbecker
ISU Architect Wilson Montgomery checks over a set of blueprints for
a campus building currently under construction. Part of his job is to
make sure that the university's interests are being met by architects
and contractors.

•
ISU's interests

architect's concern
Wilson Montgomery likes to expert consultation on specidescribe himself as a "wat ch- fications and other construcdog" for Illinois State Univer- tion aspects. He will also work
sity.
as a liaison person with archiAnd with good reason. Mont- tectural firms hi r ed to design
gomery, known to his associ- new buildings.
ates as Bill, is the university's
His job covers a wide scope,
first staff architect, and a
not only with Illinois State's
goodly part of his position is
extensive building program,
to make sure that the univerbut al so with necessary reports
sity 's interests are assur ed in
dealing with buildings that
construction jobs and planning.
must be submitted to various
Montgomery is an aide to
governmental agencies.
Preston Ensign, assistant to the
His position will be an intepresident for campus planning.
gral one as the university atHe joined the university staff
tempts to maintain its orderly
in July, after having been asand steady expansion.
sociated with Schaeffer, Wilson
and Evans architects for a
number of years, and free lance
for one year.
Montgomery designed the
McLean County nursing home,
which i~ under consideration
by the Board of Supervisors.
A registered architect, he is a
graduate of the Univer~ity of
A fencing workshop, designIllinois, and a member of the
American Institute of Archi- ed to increase interest in fencing on the public school and
tects.
Montgomery will be involved college level , will be conductin the planning of new buildings ed at Illinois State University
from their inception, working Saturday, Nov. 9, from 8 a.m.
with committees and offering to 5 p.m.

Fencing
workshop
set Nov. 9
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Sponsored by the Department of Health and Physical
Education for Women at ISU
and the Illinois Division of
Girls and Women's Sports,
the workshop is intended for
all fencing teachers, coaches
and prospective candidates.
Workshop chairman is Miss
Nancy Deighton.
Consultant for the day-long
program in McCormick H all
at State will be Maxwell Garret, fencing coach at the University of Illinois. Garret is
recognized as one of the nation's
outstanding
fencing
coaches and has served as
the fencing squad coach t o
the Olympics i n 1960. He is
also a past president of the
National
Fencing
Coaches
Association of America.

Milt Weisbecker, !SU athletic director, has been named
to the Great Lakes Regional basketball selection committee by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
The committee selects the
four teams to appear in the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional Tournament next March.
This is Weisbecker's second
committee
assignment
by
the NCAA in as many years.
Last spring, he served on the
Mid-East Baseball Tournament selection committee.

Honan said details of the
program are being worked
out in conjunction with local
governmental officials
and
planning agencies.
The project will cover the
Bloomington-Normal
standard metropolitan statistical
area w hich includes all of
McLean County. The area
includes 31 township and 21
municipal governments
together with 14 school districts
and several special districts.

After discussion with local
leaders, a specific area of regional planning will be selected for a training program to
which various leaders will
be invited. The project is designed to demonstrate the
need for regional planning,
help leaders show the community this need and work
generally
toward
solution
of complex problems through
community understanding and
cooperation.

A poet's prai-se
A master's thesis by an Illinois State University student
from Dunlap has won praise from the Guatemalan poet and
novelist whose work is the subject of the thesis.
The thesis was written by Joseph A. Lonteen, teacher of
English, Latin, French and Spanish at Dunlap High School north
of Peoria. He has been at the. Dunlap school since 1960 and
has worked on his master's degree in Spanish at ISU at the
same time.
His thesis, written in Spanish, is titled, "Interpretations
of an Intellectual Friendship and Its Literary Product: 'The Man
Who Looked Like a Horse.' " It deals with a short story, "The
Man Who Looked Like a Horse," written by Rafael Arevalo Martinez of Guatemala City in 1914 and published originally in
1915.
Considered one of the best short stories of its type ever
written, it has been the center of controversy over a long span
of years. Literary figures have long debated who was "the man
who looked like a horse.'' Many interpretations of the story
and its meaning have been written.
Lonteen decided to write his thesis on the subject while
attending a class in Spanish taught by Dr. Jose A. Rodriguez,
associate professor of Spanish at ISU. The subject of Arevalo's
story came up in the class and Lonteen voiced a differing interpretation of it. Rodriguez suggested it might be the basis for
a thesis.

Names

•
lU

Henry H . Adams addressed a luncheon of the
Chicago Area conference of the College English
Association at the University of Illinois, Chicago
Circle, Oct. 19. Douglas R . Bey presented a paper
in October at the 134th National Meeting of the
Electro-chemical Society in Montreal, Canada. Richard R. Bond has been elected a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
James F. Brubeck has been appointed to the board
of review for the .magazine, Marketing Insights. Miss
Dorothy W. Carrington is the newly elected secretary of the Illinois Guidance and Personnel Association. James E. Collie conducted a basketball coaching clinic at Estes Park, Colo., last summer, during
the Fellowship of Christian Athlete Conference.
Miss Alice L. Ebel has been working with an award
sub-committee of the Legislative Staff Internship
Sponsoring Committee to determine the basis for
selecting legislative interns. Frederick W. Fuess
has been elected vice president of the Bloomington-Normal Agriculture Club. Benjamin C. Hubbard
discussed school needs in Chicago Oct. 24-25 at
the annual meeting of the Illinois State Chamber
of Commerce. Samuel Hutter attended a meeting
in New York this fall representing Illinois on an ad
hoc committee assigned to study division structure
and staffing of the National Association for Mental Health. Kenneth James, national president of
Alpha Tau Alpha, honorary agricultural fraternity,
presided over the group's national meeting held
in Kansas City, Mo., last month. Clarence L. Moore
coached an ISU dairy judging team which received
high team award in Guernsey judging at the World
Food and Agriculture Exposition held recently at
Madison, Wis.

H. Earle Reese participated in the annual meeting of the Society of Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriters in New Orleans, La. , in mid October. Vernon L. Replogle was installed as president of the Illinois Elementary School Principals
Association during the organization's October meeting in Peoria. Replogle delivered a paper at the session on "The Philosophy and Practice of the SelfContained Classroom." Also participating in the
meeting were M iss Luella Schultze and Miss· Mary
Rozum. Kenneth Shaw addressed the October meeting of the ISU Newcomer's Club discussing the university and its programs. Robert N. Singer presented a paper on " Balance Skill as Related to Athletics, Sex, Height. and Weight," at the second International Congress of Sport Psychology in Washington, D. C., Oct. 28 to Nov. 2. C. Louis Steinburg
was among exhibitors in the 17th annual Area Show
at Lakeview Center for the Arts and Sciences in
Peoria. The show's closing date was Nov. 3. Joe
E. Talkington spoke on "C.o mputer Graphics and
the Educator's Dilemma" at a Design and Drafting
Automation Seminar in Madison, Wis., Oct. 17-18.

the news
Wayne 0 . Truex presented a clinic at the Decatur

YMCA on beginning competitive gymnastics for
men and women. Truex reports he is near comple:
ion of two instructional films on competitive floor
exercise for high school boys. Thomas D . Wilson
spoke recently to faculty and selected students
of Illinois Central College in Peoria. His subject was
on "The Illinois Constitution: Prospects and Change."
Women's PE Department Reports on Activities
Miss Phebe Scott, head of the Department of
Health and Physical Education for Women, has been
appointed to the professional advisory committee
of the Athletic Institute. The committee is composed
of leaders in the field of athletics. physical education, and recreation.
Among other activities, Miss Scott presided
over the annual conference of the Midwest Association for Physical Education of College Women held
last month at Illinois Beach near Zion.
· A number of the PE staff members are involved
in activities of the American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
Mrs. Virginia Crafts, vice president-elect of the
general division in the Midwest district of AAHPER,
attended the 1968 Midwest District Leadership Conference held at Pokagon State Park, Angola, Ind.,
in October.
Miss Judith Hall is serving on a gymnastics games
committee as the AAHPER representative. The
committee has the responsibility for coordinating
and controlling the participation of college students
in the World Games.
Miss Carmen Imel has been named dance editor for the Journal of the AAHPER . Miss Ellen Kelly
is chairman of the therapeutic section of AAHPER.
Miss Betty Keough is one of two candidates
for the office of president-elect of the Illinois Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation. The election will be held at the group's state
convention in November. Miss Keough currently
serves as vice president of the general division within the Midwest district of AAHPER .
Miss Laurene Mabry passed the practical and
written certification tests for the Teaching Division
of the Ladies Professional Golf Association in August at the LPGA testing site of Norwood Hills Country Club in St. Louis: Mo. Last summer, M iss Mabry held the position of golf professional at Tagalong Golf Course in Red Cedar Lake, Wis.
Miss Gwen K. Smith has been appointed to
a two-year term as the Midwest District representative on the legislative committee of the National
Association for Physical Education of College Women.
Miss Linda Sorrells is serving as a member of
the professional preparation committee of the Midwest Association for Physical Education of College
Women.
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TV to test tubes,

Purchasing
does it all
The first door to the right
as one enters Hovey Hall from
the Sc hool Street entrance
opens into the Purchasing
Office, nerve center for the
process of ordering and obtaining the lifeline of goods,
services and equipment vital for the fast-moving pace
m aintained by Illinois State
University today.
The task of· placing and filling orders for everything from
frogs to furniture to food is
accomplished by a staff of
10 persons supervised by William E . Dorethy, completing
his first year as director of
purchases.
The gradual increase in
the work load in this process
parallels the history of ISU
during the past decade. Harold L. Burns, now university
controller, was first responsible for coordinating purchasings as a part of other duties
when he joined the staff in 1955
as an assistant to Business
Manager
Preston
Ensign.
Burns became the full-time
buyer, or purchasing agent,
for the university in 1958 soon
after the passage of a strict

"Purchasing Act" by the State
of Illinois.
Ensign is now assistant to
the president for campus planning and Burns is responsible to Eric Johnson, vice president and dean of administrativ_e · services, for the work
of five areas which were formerly known as the "Business
Office."
These fiscal and business
functions include those of the
cashier, bursar, payroll, general revenue accounting, bond
revenue and auxiliary enterprise accounting, and purchasing.
Burns continued in the position of purchasing agent until October, 1967, when he was
appointed as controller, and
Dorethy, a buyer of food and
other items as an assistant
to Burns since 1960, was promoted to the position of director of purchases.
There are a number of myths
and misunderstanding, both
on and off the campus, about
purchasing policies and practices of the university, Dorethy explains. "As other state
universities, we wish to ob-

Purchasing Office staff members gather to discuss
recent trends and regulations which effect buying
procedures for a wide variety of items. Seated, left
to right, are Mrs. Pennie Farneti, Miss Janet Tapke,

tain the commodities, services or equipment needed at
the most reasonable cost and
from a reliable supplier," he
points out.
Orders are initiated only
after the request of a university academic or administrative department, according
to Dorethy. The only items
which are ordinarily purchased
and stored for future use are
food a nd supplies for electricians, carpenter s, plumbers,
painters and maintenance personnel.
Tracking the path of an order is an interesting process

Service pins
to go to 25
on staff
President Samuel E. Braden
will award service pins to 25
members of the University
civil service staff during the
group's semi-annual meeting
set for 1 p .m. Nov. 6, in the
University Union ballroom.
Under a plan inaugurated by
the Civil Service staff Council
in 1965, pins are awarded annually to employes completing
10, 15, 20 and 25 or more years
of service to the University.
Charles Cunliffe, who heads
the Civil Service Staff Council,
will preside at tile meeting.
Formerly vice president and
treasurer of the Council, Cunliffe stepped int.o the presidency in October to fill the
vacancy incurred when John
Wolter left his civil service
employment to become director of alumni services at ISU.
William Munts, trades representative on the Council, is
the newly elected vice president-treasurer. Walter's seat
on the Council as representative of the administrative
group is being filled by Gordon
Hartke.

COLLEGE
BOWL

from the time of the first requisition until final delivery
and acceptance. Numbering
(if equipment is involved) and
the establishment of an inventory record by the property
control unit, checking for accuracy and condition of the
order by central receiving,
and approval for payment
are later steps in the process.
Following coding and classification of the order and a
verification of funds available by accounting, a notice
of an opportunity to bid competitively is sent to three or
more venders. If the amount
involved is more than $2,500,
the transaction must be presented to the Board of Regents
for approval before the order
can be placed.
Assisting Dorethy in oper ation of the Purchasing Office
is Mrs. Marie McElhiney, formerly an accountant for bond
revenue and auxiliary enterprise funds.

Bill Dorethy, director of purchases, looks over appointments and delivery schedules for the day with Mrs. Marie McElhiney, his assistant.

Health insurance enrollment Nov. 1-15
There will be an open enrollment period Nov. 1-15 for University Group Health Insurance.
During thi s period employes may enroll themselves and
dependents, or may change from an existing single plan to
a family plan. No medical examinations are required. This is
the only time, other than when first employed, that employes
may join the group.
Those who are interested in taking advantage of this opportunity should come to the office of University Insurance
prior to Nov. 15 to fill out the necessary forms. The office is
now located at 412 College (Corner of College and University).

ISU on College Bowl .
NOIS

Harry Cade, Mrs. Donna Kagel and John Dickerson. Standing (I to r) are Mrs. Claudia Barrow, Miss
Joni Schrock, Miss Teena Tipsord, Willard Weidner and Miss Karyn Pitts.

a

~

• • •

Each of three buyers specialize in various goods, services and equipment.
Harry Cade is involved with
the purchase of furnishings
for classrooms and offices,
special science lab equipment
and supplies, and most recently with the purchase of dial
access electronic lab equipment for the department of
Foreign LanguagP.s and the
College of Business.
John
Dickerson, located
at the Green Food Service
building, must look ahead
to the purchase and proper
delivery of food for some 6,200
students living in campus
residence halls. During the
school year he estim ates that
this will require the purchase
of 200,000 gallons of m ilk, 25
tons of cottage cheese, 14 tons
of butter, 45,000 gallons of
ice cream, 68,000 loaves of
bread and 55,000 dozen fresh
eggs.

Meat and produce are delivered fresh daily to the Green
building. An example of the
quantity of meat necessary
for one meal can be seen in
an estimate by Dickerson
that when turkey is on the evening menu an order of nearly one ton is required to feed
the 6,200 students.
Willard Weidner is primarily concerned with buying
commodities and equipment,
as well as contractual services, for the physical plant,
the University Farm and the
University Theater.
Other purchasing duties
are performed by Miss Teena
Tipsord as receptionist; Mrs.
Claudia Barrow and Miss Joni
Schrock in the assignment
of numbers for requisitions
and the typing of purchase
orders and bids; Mrs. Donna
Kagel and Miss Janet Tapke
in filing orders and following
them through to completion
and approval for payment,
and Mrs. Pennie Farneti as
secretary-receptionist for the
food department. Miss Karen
Pitts is a student assistant.

Credit Uniou sets
open house
An open house, with refreshments
and souvenirs, has been scheduled by the ISU staff Credit Union
for Nov. 5-8 in the new CU office
area in the Green Food Service
building.
The open house will be during
regular office hours, 12 noon to
4 p.m. The phone at the new location is 438-8681.
The campus family financial service, now with 656 members, has
passed the quarter million dollar
mark in loans to members and is
experiencing a steady monthly
increase in membership.
A major boost is expected when
It will be possible to join the payroll deduction program for savings
and the making of loan payments
July 1, 1969.
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Journal's content reflects
university's expanding goals
The Illinois State University Journal is the university's
scholarly publication, issued
quarterly under the supervision of an editorial committee of faculty members and
devoted to publishing articles by administrators and
faculty members at ISU or
elsewhere.
Anyone may submit a manuscript for consideration. It
should be sent to the university editor, Robert F. Packwood, in the News and Publications Service, Hovey 401.
He in turn circulates the manuscript among members of
the Editorial Committee who
meet monthly to discuss manuscripts, select those to be published, and otherwise direct
the publication.
The committee's members
currently are John M. Heissler, chairman; Mrs. Laura
Addison, Fred W. Kohlmeyer,
Edward L. Mockford, J. Russell Steele, Francis R. Brown
and John A. Beasley.
The Journal began its 31st
year this fall. Originally it
was known as Teacher Education and each issue was produced by a department of the
university on a rotating basis.
After several years, this system was dropped and ·an edi-

torial co mmittee planned
the content of each issue.
Four years ago, as the university moved from its single purpose role to training
teachers to become a multipurpose institution, the decision was made to change
the name from Teacher Education to Illinois State University Journal and broaden the content.
Although it would be difficult to delineate fully the types
of manuscripts sought by the
committee, the following list
of subjects helps to indicate
what is wanted:
Vital problems in each discipline; intellectual approaches to various local, state and
national problems; projects
that would help in the teaching of a subject at elementary
or secondary levels; research
findings on new methodology;
art and music appreciation;
new curricula in various disciplines; criticism of value
to administrators and teachers.
However , manuscripts may
depart from these subjects
completely. Studies in economics, history, political science, geography, sociology,
the sciences, business, the
arts-and many others-also

Lerner speaks at ISU
Nationally syndicated columnist Max Lerner, left, talks with Kay Oncken, president of Olympus, and faculty member Paul Baker during
Lerner's appearance at ISU. Lerner discussed the political year and
its ramifications. Olympus was the sponsoring organization for his visit, of which Baker is faculty sponsor.

BHE next college step
Approval by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education
is the only remaining step
for a proposed College of Fine
Arts at Illinois State. The board
is expected to consider the
matter at either its November or December meetings.
The college, which would
be comprised of the Departments of Art and Music, has
been approved by the Board

of Regents, ISU's governing
body.
Presently, the two departments a re not affiliated with
any of the four existing colleges a t ISU. If approval is
given by the Higher Board,
an acting dean will be appointed until a permanent dean
can be selected, according
to President Samuel E. Braden.

are welcomed by the committee.
The primary audience of
the Journal is composed of
educators. The quarterly is
distributed free to all members of the ISU faculty. It also
goes to public school administrators at a ll levels in Illinois. Libraries at many colleges and universities receive
it.
Since the Journal is an ISU
publication, the Editorial Committee is especially interested in publishing the work of
ISU faculty members. However, their manuscripts are
subject to the same scrutiny
and must meet the same standards as those from writers
off campus. Of course, because
of physical limitations of the
publication, it is not always
possible to publish every manuscript received.
The Journal is issued in September, December, February
and April. Copy goes to the
printer six to eight weeks before publication. Currently
the Journal is being printed
by the Pantagraph Printing
and Stationery Co., Bloomington.

Elfstrand,
Ficek get
new degree
Miss Frances E. Elfstrand
and Edmund F. Ficek, assistant professors of business
law, are among the graduates
of the University of Illinois
School of Law, who have applied for and received the
school's new degree of juris
doctor.
The Illinois law school formerly awarded its graduates
a bachelor of law (L L.B) degree, but this year, following
action by the Board of Trustees, changed the designation to a J.D.
Miss Elfstrand and Ficek
both joined the faculty in 1966,
and are members of the Department of Business Administration.

Hicklin named
Master Plnn
representative
Charles Hicklin, professor
of education at Illinois State
University, was elected by the
University Faculty Council
Wednesday night to be ISU's
representative on the faculty
advisory committee for phase
three of the Master Plan for
Higher Education in Illinois.
Hicklin, who is also chairman of the University Council,
has served in the past on a
Master Plan committee.

F acuity pens
Robert M . Anderson and Harry A. Little, co-authors of article,
"A Practicum Qriented Teacher Education Program," in Education and Training of the Mentally Retarded; Mrs. Patricia Bertrand, "Teaching Multi-Methods as an Integral Part of ProblemCentered Social Work Practice," published by the School of
Social Work at t he University of Wisconsin, Madison; John S.
Hill, author of " F. Scott Fitzgerald and Henry James," in American Literature Abstracts; James E. House and Richard C. Reiter,
co-authors of paper, " Errors in Calculating Hydrogen Ion Concentration," in Journal of Chemical Education; John H. Kirchner
and Robert A. Hogan, co-authors of "Value Patterns of Future
Teachers in Three curricula," in The Journal of Teacher Education; Kenneth A. Retzer, " Effects of Teaching Logic on Verbalization and Transfer," in Research Newsletter published by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics; Miss Evelyn Rex
presented a paper at a national convention of the Council for
Exceptional Children last spring which has been published in
Selected Convention Papers issued by the Council in cooperation with the National Education Association. Miss Rex is a consultant for a study committee for special education for t he Chicago public schools. Robert N. Singer, contributing author of a
chapter for t he third edition of Research Methods, graduate text
published by the American Association of Health, Physical Education and Recreation; Clayton E. Thomas, co-author of article,
" In-service Training for Administrators-A Board's Responsibility?" in Illinois School Board Journal, Vol. 35, No. 3.

Crist research ·b egins
A federal grant of $9,625 has
been approved for Robert L .
Crist, professor of psychology
at Illinois State University,
to conduct research using programmed instructional materials among certain children.
"Group Use of Programmed
Instruction With Culturally
Disad vantaged Kindergarten
Children" is the title of the
research project for which the
funds are being supplied by
the United State Office of
Education.
Crist explained that a group
of 12 kindergarten children in
some school in the Bloomington-Normal area will be selected for the program. He
will work personally with six
of the children for two hours
daily over a period of 16 weeks,
stressing
especially
arithmetic, reading and writing.
No special work will be done

• • •

-

with the other six children who
will serve as a control group so
that, at the end of the project, a
comparison can be made to
determine the effectiveness of
the instructional program.
He said he is particularly
interested to see if a reward
system will produce improvement in learning among the
children. He plans to compare
the effectiveness of praise,
money or other material things
as rewards for learning.

Kenyans honored
Two administrative interns
from Kenya, spending this
year at ISU, David Mbiti and
James Wainaina, were honored at a reception and dinner Oct. 2 in the University
Union.
Guests at the dinner were
members of the Presidency,
department heads and deans.

. against Fordham
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Language laboratory offers new vista
One of the nation 's most advanced language laboratories. offering the eventual
capability of "dial television" instruction,
is being installed in Illinois State University's new Adlai E. Stevenson Hall.
Developed for use by the Department
of Foreign Languages, the $90,000 laboratory has been described by its originator
as one of the most modern such facilities
in the n ation.
·
Its features and potential, according
to Multi-Media Learning Systems, are unexcelled anywhere today.
Among the options available in the system is solid state dial e quipment, enabling
the student to select, through dialing from
a booth, any of 100 different programs or
lessons. Eventually, it is planned that this
dial equipment, which is also linked to 20
regular classrooms in addition to four language laboratories, could be expanded to
even include off-campus residences.
Television tapes can also be integrated
into the system at a future time, to provide
both visual and audio language instruction
on an individual basis.
The four laboratories and 20 classrooms
are connected with a central equipment room
which is the heart of the system. Here tape
recorded programs or lessons in various
foreign languages are located, and students
or teachers may use them by dialing code

Mrs. Luellen Laurenti, director of the new foreign
language laboratories in Stevenson Hall, sits at the
professor's monitoring console at right.

numbers from the laboratories and classrooms. The solid state dial equipment then
puts the proper tape into, operation and feeds
the program or the lesson back to the person who dialed it.
Two of the four new laboratories have
dial capability from every booth or carrel
in them-30 in each room. The booths actually are desks separated from the others
by head-height partitions. Each booth has
dial equipment and earphones. The user
dials the code number of the program he
wants. Then the equipment automatically
connects him with the t ape bank, selects
the proper tape, plays it back to the student,
rewinds the .tape when it is completed, and
plays it over again as long as the student
remains connected to that particular code
number.
The tape bank includes 25 program decks,
each deck with four tracks, so the student
may select any of the 100 different programs
or lessons. Any number of students in the
two laboratories can dial the same program
at the same time or any number of differ-

ent progra ms within the 100 limit of the present equipment and receive the program within a second. This is made possible by the
solid state equipment which has almost no
moving parts in it. It is impossible for a student ever to get a " busy signal" when he
dials for a lesson, the company says.
Each of the two dial labor ator ies has
a console for use of the teacher who can monitor any of the lessons or programs being
used by students. It a lso is possible for a teacher to test all of the students in the labor atory at the same time on a special program
rack, according to Dell Dunham, service
manager for the Multi-Media System representative in Downers Grove, the James
J. Sullivan Co.
One of the two laboratories has facilities by which a student can di al a program
and then r ecord his own verbal response
on a remote recorder, play this back so he
can hear his own voice and compare his pronunciation in a foreign language with the
original ta pe and repeat this as often as he
wishes.
The other two laboratories are called
electronic classr ooms and do not have dial
capability for individual students. Instead,
each classroom has a console wher e the teacher may dial programs wanted and these then
are heard by all students in their individual booths.

A pictorial look at visit by Thai foreign minister

Foreign Minister Thanat Khoman of Thailand
addresses the fourth Adlai E. Stevenson Me-

morial Lecture in Stroud Auditorium at Illinois State University on Sept. 30.

The Thai foreign minister, his wife, and the U.N. ambassador
leave airplane accompanied by Richard Godfrey of ISU, center,,
who met them at O'Hare Airport. Vice President James Fisher.
awaits the visitors at right.

The foreign minister answers questions at a press conferenceseminar. Adlai Stevenson Ill is at right.

Seated on the stage, a:. mr. "nunU:m :..,eaks,
are, left to right, President Robert Eckley of
Illinois Wesleyan, President Samuel E. Bra-

den of State, Adlai E. Stevenson Ill, and U.N.
ambassador from Thailand, Anand Panyarachun.

Department of month

History meets mandate
of change, looks to
challenge of future
The Department of History
is one of the newest departments in the College of Arts
and Sciences. A part of the
old Social Science Department
since 1934, history gained
its administrative independ·
ence in 1966. Like the university and college of which it
is a part, the department is
experiencing rapid growth
and expansion in its faculty,
programs, and course enrollments. The department is
an exciting and dynamic place
to work and teach, mirroring
the innovative, experimental, and scholarly thrust of
the university. The department's commitment is to that
margin of excellence for which
-~

Illinois State University is
so distinguished.
The department's academic
program is threefold: undergraduate major, undergraduate honors and graduate study.
Though only entering its third
year, the department already
has over 475 undergraduate
majors. In addition to course
work in history, the department's majors also obtain
a thorough grounding in economics, political sciences,
and
sociology-anthropology
as recommended by the discipline's leading professional group, the American Historical Association.
For majors choosing secondary school teaching, the

department offers a special
"experimental"
course
in
the teaching of history. Conducted by Charles Gray of
University High School, and
supported in its initial stages
by a federal grant, the department course seeks to bring
together the innovative and
experimental as well as the
traditional methodology and
specific classroom teaching
situations. Students taking
the teaching of history course
will be followed during their
first five years of teaching
in order to evaluate the value
and relevance of the course's
goals and format. A departmental teaching materials
center located in Mr. Gray's

~--- -- ~~ - --,51••»-111~J.11Dt '
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Roger J. Champagne, head of the Department of History, checks correspondence with prospective staff members with Mrs. Dottle Haeffele, departmental secretary.

classroom in Schroeder Hall
and accessible , to students
is a special feature of the course.
The department's honors
program, emphasizing individualized inquiry, investigation, and achievement, is
the first full honors program
at Illinois State University.
Initiated this fall, the program
requires each student to take
a minimum of 12 hours of history honors work plus six hours
of
optional
upper-division
history courses to complete
a 30 hour history major. Honors study includes a course
in historical methods, seminar work, independent study,
an honors thesis and a comprehensive examination. Juniors with a 2.8 overall grade
point average and a 3.5 average in history are eligible to
apply for admission into the
honors program. Applicants
are screened by a departmental honors board consisting
of Miss Lucile Tasher, Kyle
Sessions, and L. Moody Simms.
Doctorate Propose d

Three history department professors confer with
Josiah Tlou (left), graduate student from Rhodesia,

about plans for his thesis. To the left of Mr. Tlou
are Coen Pierson, Kyle Sessions and Earl Reitan.

First art sale, auction
scheduled for Nov. 20
The students and faculty ic prints, ceramics, jewelof the Department of Art will ry and textiles, with all items
sponsor for the first time an available for purchase.
art sale and auction on Nov.
The auction will take place
20, in the Centennial Build·
at
7:30 p.m. in Westhoff Theing.
ater under the direction of
The. department feels that auctioneer Joseph Sweeney.
an opportunity to see and buy Members of the Theta Alpha
work of ISU students and fac- Tau art fraternity will assist.
ulty members will be a posiParticipating artists will
tive contribution to the unidonate 50 percent of the proversity family and the TwinCharles E. Gray
ceeds to the art department
City community.
for use in developing scholPlans call for a general sale arships, for research projects,
starting at 1 p.m. in room 208, exhibition expenses, and perCentennial Building
West. manent collection purchases.
There will be tables and bins
The sale and auction will
of paintings, sculpture, graph- be open to all interested persons who may wish to purchase
Public relations
Charles E. Gray, assistant
items either for private colprofessor of the teaching of meeting in March
lections or gifts.
history at Illinois State UniThe annual School Public
versity, has been awarded
the doctor of education degree Relations Confer ence, held
from the University of Illinois eac h year on the Illinois Sta te
campus, has been set for March
at Urbana.
All faculty women and wives
Gray has been on the ISU 8, 1969, with a theme related are invited to join the Faculty
to
the
challenge
of
social
change
faculty since 1959 and is coWomen's Club. Notes of acordinator of the teaching of and the schools.
tivities will appear from time to
One
of
the
new
panels
will
history with joint responsitime in The Register, Report
bilities in University High be the role of police and the and other publications and a
schools,
concentrating
on
School and the university's
how the two a gencies can best direct-mail program will be
Department of History.
initiated later.
work together.
His doctoral dissertation,
Dues for the year are $1.50.
Laying
the
groundwork A check for dues should be
"Value Education Outcomes:
Implications for the Social for the conference are rep- made payable to " Faculty WomStudies
Methods
Course," resentatives of the Illinois en's Club" and mailed to Mrs.
is concerned with the role of Education Association, Of- Warren Perry at 1104 Morgan
values
and
va lue-analysis fice of Superintendent of Pub- St., Normal, or through campus
in the teaching of history and lic Instruction, and Illinois mail to the Department of BusiState University.
the social sciences.
ness Education.

C. E. Gr~y

awarded
doctorate

Faculty women
seek members

Graduate study and the
necessary supporting scholarly activity of the history _
faculty are important elements
in the department's total academic effort. Drawing upon
over 20 years' experience
in graduate education at the
master's level, the department began in 1966 to formulate a doctoral program. With
the assistance of outside consultants, a proposal was ready
by the fall of 1967 and subsequently has been approved
by the Graduate Curriculum
Committee,
the
Graduate
Council and the University
Council of Illinois State University, and the Board of Regents of the Regency Universities. Presently the proposal is being reviewed by the
Illinois Board of Higher Education. Pending approval by
the Higher Board and the North
Central Accrediting Association, the department hopes
that the program can be initiated next fall.

A faculty's scholarly activity is one measure of its
ability and effectiveness in
graduate study. In various
ways, all of the history faculty are committed to research
and to publication. Their interests range from medieval
trade to comtemporary politics in the Republic of China.
The sources used and their
locations are diverse, and
if the libraries visited were
tallied, the list would be fairly representative of the major research facilities in the
United States and Europe.

Research Emphasized

Just this past summer, for
example, Miss Helen Cavanagh worked in a half dozen
research libraries ranging
from the Midwest to New England, while Richard Ka euper
devoted the summer to researching in England and Miss JoAnn Rayfield spent over a
month in Columbia, her second consecutive summer trip
to South America for research
purposes. · -other department
faculty members were either
researching on a less extensive scale or used their time
writing, as did Edward Schapsmeier who,
collaborating
with his brother at Wisconsin State University at Oskosh,
completed drafts of two booklength monographs.
Research alone does not
make scholarship. Research
must have specific goals and
a structure, and must come
to a conclusion. Publication,
whether by means of magazine articles and books or formal papers presented at professional meetings, is rightly regarded as the surest conclusion to research. The department can take modest
pride in the fact that the history faculty has produced
10 book-length monographs
and 72 research articles in
various history magazines
and journals.
The Department of History
is headed by Roger J. Champagne, who joined the Illinois
State University sta ff in 1960.

New York design show
here until Nov. 11
Three Graphic Designers,
an exhibit circulated by the
Museum of Modern Art in New
York, is being shown in the
Centennial building galleries at ISU by the Department
of Art.
It will be on view until Nov.
11 and is open to the public
without cha rge.

The more tha n 50 works
in the s how were selected from
r ecent des igns by Norman
Ives, Almir Mavignier a nd
Massimo Vignelli, contemporary a rtists.
Mildred Constantine, associate curator of graphic

design at the Museum, says
of the exhibition, "Although
their styles differ in many
ways,
Mavignier,
Vignelli
and Ives are alike in their determination to make their
designs works of art uncompromised by their function.
The
exhibition
includes
34 posters designed since 1960
for art exhibitions a s well a s
commercial a nd
non-profit advertisements, and book
jackets,
magazine
covers,
symbols for corporations and
products,
c alendar
pages,
brochures, and miscellaneous printed material designed since 1958.
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November Calendar
3 Student String Quartet Concert, 3:00 p.m., Centennial 159
4 Jose Limon Dance Company Lecture-Demonstration,
8:15 p.m., Capen
5 Jose Limon Dance Company Concert, 8:15 p.m. , Capen
6 Fall Meeting of Civil Service Staff, 1 p.m., Union Ballroom
7 Freshman Football, Joliet Jr. College, 7:30 p.m., Hancock
University High School Fall Play, 7:30 p.m., Stroud
Faculty String Quartet Concert, 8:15 p.m., Centennial 159
10 Women's Chorus Concert, 4 p.m., Capen
Senior Recital, Jacki Whitler, 7:30 p.m., Centennial 159
Entertainment Series, The Camerata Singers, 8:15 p.m.,
Horton
11 Faculty Voice Recital, Donald Armstrong, 8:15 p.m., Centennial 159
12 ISU Newcomers Meeting, 8:00 p.m. , Milner Library
Museum
Lecture, "Animal Reproductive Behavior Cycles," 8:15
p.m., Felmley 133
16 Football , ISU vs. Bradley University, 1 :30 p.m., Hancock
17 Faculty Recital, David Sheaffer, 3:00 p.m., Centennial 159
Entertainment Series Movie, 5:45 and 8:15 p.m., Capen
Film Society Showing of "The General," "Gold. Rush,"
and "The Fatal Glass.of Beer, " 7:30 p.m., Centennial 159
19 Debate with Oxford University, England, 8:00 p.m., Capen
20 Red Cross Bloodmobile Visit to Campus, Union Ballroom
Art Sale and Auction, 1 p.m. CW 208; 7:30 p.m., Westhoff
Senior Voice Recital, Vicki Bell, 7:30 p.m., Centennial 159
20-23 Theater Production, "In Emerald," by Lonn Pressnall ,
8:00 p.m., Mabel Clare Allen Theater
21 Faculty Recital, Donald Hatch, 8:15 p.m., Centennial 159
22 Department of Economics Lecture, 8:00 p.m., Schroeder
132
22-23 High School Speech Tourney, University High School, All
Day
24 Senior Voice Recital, Rhonda Day, 3:00 p.m., Centennial
159
25 History Department Lecture, 8:00 p.m., Capen
Faculty Woodwind Quintet Concert, 8:15 p.m., Centennial
159
27 to
Thanksgiving Vacation
Dec. 1

Lehrman talk on behavior
Dr. Daniel S. Lehrman, professor of psychology and director of the Institute of Animal Behavior at Rutgers University, will lecture on "Animal Reproductive Behavior
Cycles" at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday,
Nov. 12, in Felmley 133. The
lecture will be public.
Lehrman is an internationally known authority on animal behavior and comparative psychology. He is a national lecturer for the Society of Sigma Xi and his appear-

ance here is sponsored by the
Bloomington-Normal Sigma
Xi Club, a joint organization
of ISU and Illinois Wesleyan
University.
He received his doctor of
philosophy degree from New
York University in 1954. He
was associate psyc hologist
at Haskins Laboratory in New
York City from 1945-47, lectured later at New York University and the City College
of New York, and in 1950 moved
to Rutgers.

President greets Underwood, Davis
President Samuel E. Braden, left, greets former State
Senator David Davis, Bloomington, at an Illinois Bar
Association program on the Illinois State campus.

Jelks honored
by Smithsonian
Edward B. Jelks, who joined
the faculty in September as
professor of anthropology, has
been named an honorary
research associate on the staff
of the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington, D. C.
Jelks was a research archeologist at the Smithsonian from
1949 through 1953. His appointment to the honorary researc h
post is in the Division of Cultural History of the Museum
of History and Technology. As
an honorary associate, he expects to engage in a number of
projects. One under study
would link ISU and the Smithsonian in an archeological
field course sometime in the
future.

Collie, Smith
on AST council
The department of Health
and Physical Education for
Women a nd Physical Education, Health and Athletics have
become active m e mbers of the
College of Applied Science and
Technology.
Gwen Smith is the women's
department representative on
the College Council, while
James Collie is the men's
department representative.
They were appointed to
p a rtial terms which expire in
February, 1969, and would be
eligible for membership for
two consec utive terms in addition.
The two departments were
assigned to the college by
President Samuel E. Braden,
who, at . the same time, proposed creation of a College of
Fine Arts, to include the other
two existing unaffiliated departments, Art and Music.
That proposal is now before
the Board of Higher Education.

3 Robert Brome
plays released

Steele, Perry top golf league
Finishing the 1968 golf season with the championship trophy of the
faculty-staff league were J. Russell Steele, left, News Service editorphotographer, and Warren Perry, professor of business education. Sixteen two-man teams participated in the nine match series during the
summer. The winning team, with 62 points, was closely followed by
the combination of Conrad Carroll and John Wolter with 59. Perry also
captured the best average round award, with Gary Ramseyer, associate professor of psychology, carding a 73 for the best gross score during the league season.

In center is Illinois Supreme Court Justice Robert
Underwood of Normal. Program, one of a series, was
in ISU's University Union.

Move into Stevenson
job of major scope
Opening of Adlai E. Stevenson Hall for the Humanities, occupied by four departments, was accompanied by
a moving job of major proportions as the first semester
began.
Ralph Dunbar, inventory
supervisor, internal, who coordinated the moving, reported that approximately 170
persons were moved into the
new offices in Stevenson H a ll
which houses the English,
Mathematics, Foreign Languages and Philosophy Departments as well as the office of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
In all, Dunbar figures that
approximately 4,000 pieces
of furniture were moved into
the building in readying it
for use as the new semester
began. And each faculty member who was assigned an office there had upwards of 10
to 15 boxes of materials to
be moved into his new quarters.
But the moving didn't stop
there. As faculty members
were moved to the new building, their old offices became
vacant in other buildings. And
these were shortly occupied

YM-ISU progran1
cited hY., China
Certificates of appreciation
from the R epublic of China
were awarded to the Bloomington-Normal YMCA and Illinois State University last
month by the bureau of cultural affairs in Taiwan for the
"dispatching of 15 college
students from Illinois to offer
volunteer English teaching
services." The students were
in Taiwan this summer to implement t he program.
President Samuel E. Braden
and James Rhoads, project
director for the YMCA, r eceived the certificates in behalf
of their respective institutions
from Dr. Paul H. C. Wa n g,
cultural affairs director.

Three new one-act plays by
Robert Brome were released Kaiser serYing
by the publisher this fall to
bring to 57 the number of on union group
published plays by the ISU
Bruce T. Kaiser is a member
English and creative writing of the 1969 Conference Proinstructor.
gram Committee of the AssociThe plays are dramatic ation of College Unions-Interadaptations of "A Municipal national. The committee reReport" and "Shoes and Ships," sponsibilities
will
include
short stories by O. Henry, and planning the program for the
"The Cask of .Amontillado," ACU-I conference to be held
a Poe classic.
·next spring in Denver, Colo.

.

by others on the faculty. Dunbar figures there were approximately 135 of these parallel
moves.
Nor were these all the moves
that took place. The Insurance
office moved to 412 W. College Ave. and the News and
Publications Service moved
into Hovey Hall, just to name
a couple.
The moves were carried
out with a minimum of con-·
fusion, considering the scope
of the job. In fact, Stanley
Shuman, acting dean of the
College of Arts and Science
commended Dunbar and his
assistants for the efficiency
of the m oving.

Births,
•
marriages,
deaths

Births to announce include:
daughters to Mr. and Mrs. James J.
Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Barry E.
Moore; and a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell A. Neaveill. The Don Sargeants o f State Coll ege, Pa., announce the birth of a son Sept. 24.
Mrs. Sargeant was a secretary in the
College of Applied Sciences and
Technology before moving East in
J une.
Recent marriages include: Judith
Ann Baker to Stephen D. Lampert.
Aug . 10, at the United Methodist
Church in Nashville. Mrs. Lampert is
a secretary in the housing office.
At home, 602 Broadway, Normal.
Ruth A. Hoke to Patrick H.
Kennedy, Oct. 7, at the Methodist
Church, Camdenton, Mo . Mrs.
Kennedy is employed at M ilner
Library. At home, 624 E. Mulberry,
Bloomington.
Deborah Elaine Wickenhauser to
Harry L. Hinthorne, Oct. 19 , at the
Christian Church, El Paso. Mrs.
Hinthorne is the receptionist at
Hovey Hall 401 . At home, El Paso.
Mrs. Jessica Cox, wife of Carrol B.
Cox, Oct. 1, at the age of 40. She is
survived by her husband and two
daughters.
W. Glenn Blair, Oct. 1, at Mennonite Hospital. He was 59. Surviving is his widow. Mr. Blair was a
carpenter at ISU.
Henry W. Saleh, Sept. 19, at
Men nonite Hospital, at the age of
45. He was employed as a plumber
at ISU. Among survivors are his
widow, two daughters and a son.
Other deaths to report incl ude:
Mrs. Roy S. Cloud, mot her of William E. Cloud; Mrs. Lena Schaab,
mother of Joan Schaab; Finas 0 .
Blanks, father of Dorothy Blanks
Disney; Cynthia Lea Jackson, infant
daughter of Lt. and M rs. Kenneth
Jackson and grand-daughter of the
Harry 0 . Jacksons.

